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Looking for big JBL sound and zero
distractions? JBL Live PRO+ are the perfect fit
Latest true wireless headphones with next-level noise cancelling
and integrated voice assistants are available now

London – March 16, 2021 – Epic JBL sound, noise cancelling and voice assistants – meet
JBL Live PRO+, your everyday hero. The brand-new true wireless earbuds deliver top
class audio and the latest features in cool new colours.

The JBL Live PRO+ may come in a tiny package, but they’re bursting
with advanced tech. JBL’s Adaptive Noise Cancelling and Smart Ambient features ensure you
can chat to friends or grab a coffee without removing the earbuds. Each earbud has three mics
with echo-cancelling tech, so you’ll always enjoy crisp, clear calls, even outdoors
on windy days. There’s also super easy access to Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa using
voice commands or with a quick tap on the earbud.
Conference calls, running errands or lounging at home – the Live PRO+ never let you
down. The headphones come in the popular and comfortable ‘stick’ design with silicone ear
tips so they won’t fall out even on the go. The earbuds hold 7 hours of battery life, while
the compact case backs you up with an extra 21 hours. In a rush? With Qi compatible wireless
charging, you get an hour of playback with just 10 minutes of charging.
The JBL Live PRO+ are available on JBL.com for EUR 179 in four colour options – Black,
White, Pink and Beige.
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ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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